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A Year of Quiet Growth
The all-in-one solution for optimizing and controlling strength training
Enode Pro analyzes your movement data and converts it into straightforward training recommendations based on your training goals.
Go to shop96 athletes/coaches joined last week
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Train without ongoing costs

Available on

&

Evident accuracy and reliability




Over 50.000 athletes worldwide in a wide range of institutions
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Integration partners
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Enode ProIt's plug'n'train.
A pricing model as simple as daily training. Personal trainer, team or association? We have the solution for you!
Go to shop


We letresultsspeak
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@TW-OSP


The control of strength training has improved disproportionately. It is finally possible to record strength training qualitatively and quantitatively with precise measurement systems and all this so quickly and easily. A great little gadget! 👍
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@Phlompen


We have been using Enode Pro (Vmaxpro) for about 1.5 years now in competitive sports at a federal swimming base. This allows us to implement the strength training optimally in our weekly plans, so that for each athlete an individually controlled and effective strength training can be carried out in addition to swimming depending on the daily form. Thank you Enode Pro (Vmaxpro) team. Our progress over the past year has been tremendous.
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@Totofissime


Best VBT sensor 🔥


Christophe Mathieu
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@studio 24


As a small, fine fitness studio, we have recently often pondered how to make the training more efficient or the training success visible. With this sensor we have found a very cheap but also very reliable tool to evaluate the strength and performance of our customers. And the possibilities are not exhausted yet. But also for every fitness athlete himself, the training gets a significant upgrade. And if you consider that a pair of running shoes costs more, a carbon bike, a monthly salary devours, this is not too big an expense. 👍
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@Kupa Ryddelz


I’ve been using the app incl. unit for a few weeks now, and I’m completely thrilled. I was surprised how much my performance drops after several sets. Thanks to the feedback from the app, I now have data and can address this problem.
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@William Fly


I think it is the best option for the high school setting when working with large groups. The automation of Enode Pro(Vmaxpro) is unmatched. It will recommend the next set based upon the speeds of the previous set/sets. All the kids have to do is press “recommend load” & roll on to the next set.













The
Journey
An intuitive guide to VBT
by Ivan Jukic



An intuitive guide to VBT by Ivan Jukic




Join the revolution:
Subscribe to our intuitive and introductory blog series for VBT, including the latest scientific evidence, to learn how to optimally control your strength training!
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Email







Remember to confirm your email address using the link in the email we send you after clicking the button. Check your spam folder 😉
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Secure payments


14 days exchange


1-year warranty
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All prices incl. VAT. in EU, excl. VAT or customs for rest of the world
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